For Students 5th Grade
through 8th Grade
Please return Student Report
Cards to Cave of the Winds,
so we can continue to
improve our educational
programs and tours and make
our curriculum relevant to
students and their interests.
Attn: Student Report Cards
Cave of the Winds
P.O. Box 826
Manitou Springs, CO 80829

Student Report Card on Your Geo|Venture
Students usually have to get report cards. This time, you get to write one! Help us
find out how we’re doing by telling us about your Geo|Venture. Thank you!
1. I have been in a cave before.

yes

no

2. I thought this was a good field trip.

yes

3. I learned a lot about caves.

no

yes

no

4. This experience makes me want to go in caves again.

yes

no

5. This experience got me more excited about:
Caves and cave science.
yes
no
Rocks and geology.
yes
no
Cave animals.
yes
no
7. If I were to grade this field trip, I would give it:
Why did you give it this grade?

A

B

C

D

8. Did you enjoy the portion of the tour through the public sections of the cave
(where the cave was already lit and the paths were paved with concrete)?
yes
no
Additional comments:

9. Did you enjoy the portion of the tour that was lit by flashlight only?
yes
no
Additional comments:

10. Did you prefer one section over the other?
I preferred the public, lit section.
I preferred the section that was dark.
No preference.
11. Were you ever scared or uncomfortable?
Additional comments:

Take a
Geo | Venture

yes

no

12. Did the Geo|Venture make you more excited about caving?
Additional comments:

yes

no
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13. Did the Geo|Venture get you more interested in rocks and geology?
Additional comments:

yes

no

14. Do you think it was a worthwhile way to learn and spend your day?
yes
no
Additional comments:

15. Was your Guide interesting?
Additional comments:

yes

no

15. What is the biggest impression you’re leaving with today?

16. Anything else you’d like to tell us?

Take a
Geo | Venture
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